A general approach to automated theorem proving for all rst-order nite-valued logics that can be de ned truth-functionally is described. The suggested proof procedure proceeds in two, largely independent, steps. First, logic-speci c translation calculi are used to generate clause forms for arbitrary formulas of a many-valued logic. The worst-case complexity of the translation rules is analysed in some detail. In the second step a simple resolution principle is applied to the logic-free clause form. Some re nements of this resolution rule are demonstrated to be refutationally complete by means of a generalized concept of semantic trees. An investigation of some important families of many-valued logics illustrates the concepts introduced by concrete examples.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate a general approach to resolution-based theorem proving for nite-valued quanti cational rst-order logics by extending and continuing previous work presented in Baaz (1992) and Baaz and Ferm uller (1992) . The need for this kind of research is well documented by numerous applications of many-valued logics to computer science. To name some recent elds of interest we mention formal hardware ver cation (see H ahnle and Kernig (1992) ), non-monotonic reasoning (see e.g. Ginsburg, 1988; Doherty, 1990; Baaz et al., 1993b) , the theory of logic programming (see Fitting, 1988, or Delahaye and Thibau, 1991) and the theory of error-correcting codes (see Mundici, 1990) . In addition to these applications we brie y want to draw attention to some other motivations for the interest in the proof search theory of many-valued logics.
A frequently overlooked source of potential applications is provided by the fact that all important nitely axiomatized propositional logics can be approximated by sequences of nitely-valued logics. A classic example of such an approximatingsequence of calculi is the family of Ja skowski logics (Ja skowski, 1936) , which converges to intuitionistic logic. (We refer to Zach (1993) and Baaz and Zach (1994) for a general investigation of approximating sequences of nite-valued logics.) The satis ability problem for many propositional y E-mail: baaz@logic.tuwien.ac.at z E-mail: chrisf@logic.tuwien.ac.at 0747{7171/90/000000 + 00 $03.00/0 c 1995 Academic Press Limited logics of interest that can be approximated in this way is PSPACE-complete or of even greater complexity. On the other hand, satis ability for all nite-valued propositional logics is NP-complete (see Mundici, 1987) . It may therefore turn out that proof procedures for suitably approximating nite-valued logics are the right tools for an e cient handling of many problems formulated in logics of greater complexity. Another, more abstract, piece of motivation is to recall that classical logic is just a special case of a nite-valued logic. This paper is also to be considered as part of an ongoing project investigating the proof theory of nite-valued logics from a unifying point of view. Some results in this line of research that is documented in Baaz et al. (1993d,e) and Zach (1993) , also shed light on certain aspects of classical proof theory. In particular, the systematic relation between sequent calculi, natural deduction systems, tableaux and calculi for the translation of formulae into clause form can be presented in a clear and concise manner within this framework.
Besides some work on theorem proving formalisms for special classes of logics (see e.g. Orlowska, 1985, and Morgan, 1976) , there are also alternative general frameworks for theorem proving for many-valued logics: H ahnle (1992, 1993 ) introduces a carefully re ned tableaux-based proof method; Stachniak and O'Hearn (1990) and O'Hearn and Stachniak (1992) investigate non-clausal resolution. Besides obvious connections, there are some important di erences between our approach and the mentioned work.
First, we aim at greater generality. In particular, we consider all possible propositional operators and all (monadic) quanti ers that can be de ned in a purely truth-functional way. This certainly includes all families of nite-valued logics known from the standard literature (e.g. Rescher, 1969, and Rosser and Turquette, 1952) ; but also allows to deal with logics that are intrinsically more complex in some aspects. (See especially Section 4.2 for some results on the worst case complexity of rules for the handling of operators and quanti ers.) This generality may be in con ict with e ciency for applications where only particular logics are needed. However, we want to remind the reader that, especially in Arti cial Intelligence, the problem often is not to streamline a particular calculus but to nd suitable formal models, i.e. in our case, to identify and experiment with logics that are candidates for an adequate formalization of problems connected to the application in question. This clearly calls for a general and uniform framework that allows one to switch easily between di erent types of logics. Nevertheless, one should of course keep in mind possible optimisations of calculi. In this context we mention that the use of sets of truth-values instead of single truth-values as \signs" of formulae will often result in more e cient proof search procedures. This is witnessed especially by the above mentioned work of Reiner H ahnle. We conjecture that the translation and resolution calculi we give can readily be generalised to \sets as signs"-calculi and plan to continue in this direction in future work.
Even more importantly, we want to emphasize the advantages of a two level approach to resolution-based theorem proving. The rst level consists in the translation of arbitrary formulae of any chosen logic into clause syntax. The clause syntax itself is to be considered as \logic-free" and consequently its language is independent from the particular language of the source logic (except for the number of truth values). We emphasize that the translations to clause form are described as derivations in a calculus consisting of logic-speci c translation rules. These calculi correspond to cut-free sequent calculi or tableaux methods for the logic in question. This implies that, in contrast to other forms of resolution-based theorem proving, no \normal forms" of the logics have to be de ned.
(Since, even for classical logic, clause forms of formulae are not unique and since reasonable normal forms might not even exist for more complex logics, it is highly problematic to develop clause forms by mapping normal forms into clause syntax.) The second level consists in the application of a logic-independent resolution principle for many-valued clauses that is a straightforward generalization of the classical (two-valued) resolution rule. This allows to transfer to many valued clause logic many re nements of resolution that are essential for e cient theorem proving. Both steps of the proof procedure can independently be subjected to various search strategies and mechanisms of redundancy elimination.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides de nitions for the syntax and semantics of nite-valued rst-order logics. It will become clear that our notions cover all nite-valued logics that are described in the standard literature. Concerning clause syntax, the basic notion is that of a many-valued literal, i.e. an atomic formula indexed with a truth value. Section 3 introduces the resolution principle for many-valued clauses. We prove the completeness of some important re nements of the basic principle and also demonstrate by an example the possibility to use resolution as a decision procedure for certain decidable classes of clause sets. In Section 4 we de ne and investigate calculi for the translation of arbitrary formulae to clause syntax. Two di erent types of translation calculi are introduced: language preserving calculi that closely correspond to sequent calculi and tableaux; and structure preserving calculi that rely on the well known principle of de ning subformulae by introducing new predicate symbols. We also show that a very general class of entailment relations can be treated easily within our approach. Section 5 investigates some important families of many-valued logics and thus provides several concrete examples for the general concepts of the other sections. We conclude with some remarks in Section 6.
2. Many-valued predicate logics 2.1. syntax
In this section we present a general frame for the syntax and semantics of ( nitely) many-valued logics. We aim at simple notions that nevertheless allow for greatest possible generality. It is easy to see that the de nitions below provide a frame for describing virtually all examples of nite-valued logics. In our formulation propositional logics appear as a subcase of ( rst-order) predicate logics. We refer to the standard literature (e.g. Rosser and Turquette, 1952; Rescher, 1969; and Gottwald, 1989) for an overview of examples of relevant logics. In Section 5 we shall investigate some of these logics from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving.
Definition 2.1. An alphabet A of an object language L A consists of the following components:
(1) A set of predicate symbols, containing in nitely many n-place predicate symbols for each n 0 (0-place predicate symbols are understood as propositional variables); (2) A set of function symbols, consisting of in nitely many n-place function symbols for each n 0 (constants are considered as 0-place function symbols); (3) A nite set of logical operators 2 1 ; : : :; 2 r of arity n 1 ; : : :; n r (n i 0), respectively (0-place operators are propositional constants);
(4) A nite set of (one-place) quanti ers Q 1 ; : : :Q k ; (5) An in nite set V of (object) variables. The depth of a formula is de ned as the maximal level of nesting of operators and quanti ers in the formula.
We shall drop the explicit reference to a language or alphabet whenever the context is unambiguous.
To describe the translation of formulae to clause logic (cf. Section 4), we make use of the concept of extended formulae and clauses: Definition 2.5. Let W = fw 1 ; : : :; w n g be a set of truth values. An extended formula A w is a formula indexed by some w 2 W. An extended clause is a nite set of extended formulae.
semantics
Throughout the paper we let W denote the set of truth values of a logic. The semantics for a language L A is xed as follows: Referring to a formula (Qx)F(x), truth functions can be understood as follows: a set M W, M 6 = ; is understood to describe a \situation" in the domain of the interpretation if for all objects in the domain the truth value w is assigned to F(d) The induced quanti er Q 2 can thus be represented by f Q 2 (V ) = sup 2 (V ): On the other hand, not all quanti ers can be expressed as generalizations of binary operators as above. A necessary and su cient condition is:
for all U; V 6 = ; with U V W. The inducing operator 2 is then given by e 2(w i ; w j ) = f Q 0 (fw i ; w j g):
This condition obviously is su cient. But it is also necessary because of sup
Such upper semi-lattices can be pictured as labeled, rooted trees with jWj nodes. Hence, by Cayley's formula (see Cohen, 1978: theorem 98) , there are are jWj jWj?1 induced quanti ers (out of the jWj (2 jWj ?1) possible truth functions for quanti ers in general). Example 2.9. Assume that we have a logic where the set of truth values W = fw 0 ; : : :; w n g is totally ordered. Then we may de ne the semantics of^and _ as follows: ê (w i ; w j ) = w min(i;j) ; e _(w i ; w j ) = w max(i;j) :
The quanti ers 8 and 9 may now be de ned as generalizations of^and _, respectively.
We get e 8(V ) = w k where k = minfi j w i 2 V g; and e 9(V ) = w l where l = maxfi j w i 2 V g; for all V W, V 6 = ;. The families of G odel and Lukasiewicz logics are important examples of many-valued logics for which the quanti ers are de ned in this way. (See Section 5.)
The remaining part of the semantics is standard: (1) v I (x) = d(x) for all variables x in V of A.
(2) v I (f(t 1 ; : : :; t n )) = (f)(v I (t 1 ); : : :; v I (t n )) for all n-place function symbols f, n 0. (3) v I (P(t 1 ; : : :; t n )) = (P)(v I (t 1 ); : : :; v I (t n )) for all n-place predicate symbols P, n 0. (4) Definition 2.14. A frame satis es an extended clause i for all interpretations I that are based on this frame there is an P w 2 s.t. v I (P) = w. An interpretation satis es i its corresponding frame satis es . An interpretation satis es a set of extended clauses C i it satis es all 2 C. C is called unsatis able i there is no interpretation that satis es C.
Observe that free variables in extended clauses are treated di erently from free variables in ordinary formulae. This corresponds to the fact, known from classical clause logic, that a clause represents all of its substitution instances.
In the next section we de ne simple clauses as nite sets of atoms indexed by truth values and formulate a resolution rule for such clauses. We also demonstrate the completeness of some calculi based on re nements of this rule. To apply these calculi to arbitrary formulae of many-valued languages we have to show how extended clauses can be reduced to sets of simple clauses. This is done in Section 4.
3. A resolution principle for many-valued logics 3.1. many-valued clause logic
We assume familiarity with the terminology of (classical) clause logic, and only present de nitions of additional or generalized concepts (cf. Chang and Lee, 1973, or Loveland, 1978 , for an introduction to resolution-based theorem proving). The intended meaning of P w is that the truth value w is assigned to P. This de nition can be considered as a generalization of the classical (two-valued) concept. From this point of view it is just a somewhat inconsequent feature of the classical clause syntax that, in contrast to all other logical operators, \:" is not eliminated syntactically. Observe that (simple) clauses are just special cases of extended clauses.
Definition 3.2. The Herbrand universe H(C) of a clause set C is the set of variable free terms that consist of constants and function symbols occurring in C. If there is no constant in C we introduce a special constant symbol to prevent H(C) from being empty.
The elements of H(C) are called ground terms. Observe that (K) is the union of all assignments to K. Definition 3.7. An H-interpretation M satis es a clause set C i for all ground instances 0 of each 2 C: 0 \ M 6 = ;. M is called an H-model of C. C is H-unsatis able if there is no H-interpretation that satis es C.
Example 3.8. Let W = ft; u; fg be the set of truth values and C = ffQ(a) t g; fQ(x) f ; Q(x) u ; Q(s(x)) t gg, then H(C) = fa; s(a); s(s(a)); : : :g; A(C) = fQ(a); Q(s(a)); Q(s(s(a))); : : :g: The H-interpretation fQ(a) t ; Q(s(a)) t ; Q(s(s(a))) t ; : : :g satis es C; but the Hinterpretation fQ(a) t ; Q(s(a)) f ; Q(s(s(a))) t ; : : :g does not.
Like in classical logic we have the following important fact: Proposition 3.9. A set of clauses C is unsatis able i it is H-unsatis able. Observe that every clause is a factor of itself. Definition 3.12. A resolvent of clauses 1 and 2 is a binary resolvent of factors of 1 and 2 , respecively. Definition 3.13. For a set of clauses C and a clause we say that is derivable by many-valued resolution from C (C`m vres ) i there is a nite sequence of clauses 1 ; : : :; n?1 ; n = s.t. for each i , 1 i n, either
(1) i is a variant of a clause in C, or (2) i is a resolvent of variants of clauses j and k , where j; k < i.
(A variant of a clause is a clause that is equal to except possibly for the names of its variables.)
The following states the correctness of the resolution calculus:
Theorem 3.14. For any set of clauses C: if C`m vres fg then C is H-unsatis able.
Proof. Since a ground atom can occur only once, i.e. with one truth value index, in an H-interpretation, any H-interpretation that satis es some clauses also satis es all of their factors and resolvents. But no interpretation satis es the empty clause. Thus C is unsatis able whenever fg is derivable. 2 3.3. completeness via semantic trees
To be able to demonstrate the refutational completeness of the basic resolution calculus and some of its re nements we generalize the concept of semantic trees (cf. Kowalski and Hayes, 1969) to many-valued logics. The approach is di erent from the one introduced in Baaz (1992) , but follows (and corrects an error in) Baaz and Ferm uller (1992) .
As usual in automated theorem proving, we consider a tree as growing downwards; the root is the top node of a tree. A node or edge n is above (below) a node or edge k if n (k) is part of the path (considered as alternating sequence of nodes and edges) connecting k (n) with the root. A branch of T is a path that starts with the root and either is in nite or else ends in a leaf node of T.
Definition 3.15. Let W be a nite set of truth values and K be a set of ground atoms. For any subset of the literal set (K) of K we say that omits the assignment A K to K if \A K = ;. A nitely-branching tree T is a semantic tree for K if nite, non-empty subsets of (K) label the edges of T in the following way:
(i) The set of the sets of literals labeling all edges leaving one node is an H-unsatis able set of clauses.
(ii) For each branch of T the union of the sets of literals labeling the edges of the branch omits one and only one complete assignment A K to K. For short, we say that the branch omits A K . (iii) For each complete assignment A K to K there is a branch of T s.t. this branch omits A K .
The union of all sets of literals labeling the edges of the path from the root down to some node n of T forms the refutation set of n.
For a set of clauses C any semantic tree T for A(C) represents an exhaustive survey of all possible H-interpretations: Each branch omits exactly one H-interpretation and each H-interpretation is omitted by at least one branch.
Definition 3.16. A clause fails at a node n of a semantic tree T i there is some ground instance 0 of s.t. every literal L 2 0 is in the refutation set of that node. A node n is a failure node for a clause set C i some clause of C fails at n but no clause in C fails at a node above n. A node is called an inference node i all of its successor nodes are failure nodes. T is closed for C i there is a failure node for C on every branch of T.
Remark 3.17. In contrast to the usual interpretation of semantic trees, we de ne a failure node such that any model of the investigated clause set must contain at least one literal of the corresponding refutation set. Thus our concepts of refutation sets and failure nodes are in some sense dual and more general than the classical de nitions (compare e.g. Kowalski and Hayes, 1969) . In particular, refutation sets are not required to be satis able.
The following is a version of Herbrand's Theorem, generalized to many-valued logics.
Theorem 3.18. A set of clauses C is H-unsatis able i there is a nite subset K A(C) s.t. every semantic tree for K is closed for C.
Proof. ): Let T be a semantic tree for A(C), the Herbrand base of C. By de nition of a semantic tree, any branch B of T omits exactly one complete assignment to A(C), i.e.
an H-interpretation M of C. If C is H-unsatis able then M does not satisfy all clauses in C. This means that there is some ground instance 0 of a clause in C s.t. 0 \ M = ;. But since B omits only M this implies that the union of labels of the edges of B contains 0 ; i.e., 0 is contained in the refutation set of some node of B. We have thus proved that every branch of T contains a failure node for some clause of C. In other words, T is closed for C. The number of nodes in T that are situated above a failure node is nite, for otherwise, by K onig's Lemma, we could nd a branch not containing a failure node (and thus would have an H-model for C). But this implies that for each unsatis able set of clauses C there is a nite unsatis able set C 0 of ground instances of clauses of C. Since any semantic tree that is closed for C 0 is also closed for C it is su cient to base the tree on a nite subset of A(C): the set K of ground atoms occurring in C 0 . Observe that we have not imposed any restriction on the form of the tree. Thus every semantic tree for K is closed for C.
(: Let T be a closed semantic tree for a nite K A(C). Suppose M is an H-model of C; i.e. for all ground instances 0 of 2 C we have M \ 0 6 = ;. By de nition of a semantic tree M is omitted by some branch B of T. Since T is closed, some clause 2 C fails at a node n of B. That means that some ground instance 0 of is contained in the refutation set of n. Therefore M \ 0 6 = ; implies that M contains some literal that also occurs in some set labeling an edge of B. But this contradicts the assumption that B omits M. Therefore C is H-unsatis able. 2
We are now equipped to prove the completeness of the basic resolution calculus:
Theorem 3.19. For any set of clauses C: if C is H-unsatis able then C`m vres fg.
Proof. By Theorem 3.18 we know that for any unsatis able C there is some K A(C) s.t. all semantic trees for K are closed for C. We choose a binary tree T, the labels of which are singletons. (The existence of such semantic trees is straightforward. We refer to the proof of Theorem 3.23 for an explicit construction of a special semantic tree of this type.) Let 1 and 2 be clauses in C failing immediately below an inference node n of T. Let fA v g and fB w g, be the sets labeling the edges leaving the inference node n. By the de nition of a semantic tree we have A = B and v 6 = w. Since 1 and 2 only fail below n there is some ground substitution s. subset of the refutation set of n. Since ? 1 is uni able by some m.g.u. , 1 is a factor of 1 (and similarly for 2 .) But this implies that a resolvent de ned by resolving upon the corresponding instance of L 1 in a factor of 1 and the corresponding instance of L 2 in a factor of 2 fails at n. Summarizing we have shown that (C) for any two clauses 1 , 2 which fail immediately below an inference node of T there is a resolvent 3 of 1 and 2 which fails at this inference node.
Since T is closed for C there must be at least one inference node for C in T. But then, as we have just seen, there exists a failure node for C f 3 g in T that is situated above some failure nodes for C. That means that the number of nodes in T at which no clause fails decreases as we iteratively add the resolvents of clauses in C. By iterating this process we eventually arrive at a clause set for which the root of T is a failure node. Since the only clause failing at the root of a semantic tree is fg we have proved that condition (C) is su cient to guarantee the completeness of many-valued resolution. 2
a-ordering resolution
A very useful re nement of resolution that is well known for the classical case is based on certain orderings of the Herbrand base called A-orderings. Since this concept only refers to atoms (not to literals) it can directly be applied to many-valued clauses, as well. is an AO <A -resolvent of 1 and 2 i for no A 2 3 , P = Q < A A.
Observe that we are employing an \a posteriori criterion" on the allowed resolvents as opposed to the \a priori criterion" that would demand to resolve upon literals only that are maximal in the corresponding parent clause w.r.t. the A-ordering. The latter notion is the one originally introduced in Kowalski and Hayes (1969) . In the next section we shall use an A-ordering re nement to solve the decision problem for a certain class of clause sets. We would like to mention that in order to use the re nement as a decision procedure (see Section 3.7) we have to insist on the more restrictive a posteriori criterion.
Definition 3.22. Let < A be an A-ordering on the Herband base of some clause set C and let be a clause. We call derivable by AO <A -resolution from C (C`A Ores ) i there is a nite sequence of clauses 1 ; : : :; n?1 ; n = s.t. for each i , 1 i n, either (1) is a variant of a clause in C, or (2) is an AO <A -resolvent of variants of clauses j and k , j; k < i.
Observe that factoring is implicit in our de nition of AO <A -resolution.
Theorem 3.23. For any set of clauses C and any A-ordering < A on A(C) it holds that C is H-unsatis able i C`A Ores fg.
Proof. Clearly, an AO <A -resolvent of clauses 1 and 2 is just a special binary resolvent of factors factors of 1 and 2 . Thus soundness follows from Theorem 3.14.
It remains to prove the completeness part. By Theorem 3.18 there is a nite subset K of A(C) s.t. all semantic trees for K are closed for C. We need to construct a special type of semantic tree that respects the given A-ordering: Let T be a binary semantic tree for K s.t. each edge is labeled with a singleton and the following condition is satis ed:
(CA) For any two literals A v , B w , A < A B implies that all edges of a branch that are labeled by fA v g are situated above all edges of this branch that are labeled by fB w g.
To see that such trees exist we rst de ne for each atom A a semantic tree T(A). Let T 0 (A) be the empty tree. For all i > 0 T i (A) is obtained from T i?1 (A) as follows. For any leaf node n of T i?1 (A): if there are two di erent literals A v and A w that are not in the refutation set of n then add two successor nodes to n and label the corresponding edges by fA v g and fA w g, respectively. Since there are only nitely many di erent truth values the construction terminates; i.e. T j (A) = T j+1 (A) = T(A) for all k that are big enough. It easy to see that each branch of T A omits exactly one literal (with atom A) and that each such literal is omitted by at least one branch in T(A). We can now de ne T in stages as follows: T 1 is T(A 1 ). For all i > 1, T i is obtained by replacing all leaf nodes in T i?1 by a copy of T(A i ). Then T k is a semantic tree that is closed for C and satis es (CA). The rest of the proof is like that of Theorem 3.19: let 1 and 2 be clauses failing immediately below an inference node n of T. Let fA v g and fA w g be the labels of the edges leaving n. Then there is some ground substitution s. Resolution is not complete in general if we only generate clash resolvents:
Example 3.25. Let W = fw 1 ; w 2 ; w 3 g and C = ffP w1 g; fP w2 gg. Both clauses of C are satellites with respect to the H-interpretation M = fP w3 g (and neither is a nucleus clause). But clearly, C is unsatis able and we have to resolve fP w1 g and fP w2 g in order to get the empty clause.
Observe that if there are only two truth values then satellites are, by de nition, not resolvable with each other. To arrive at a resolution re nement, however, that is complete for all sets of many-valued clauses we have to allow resolvents of satellites as well. (1) i is a variant of a clause in C, or (2) i is a resolvent of variants of j and k , where j; k < i and both, j and k , are satellites w.r.t. M, or (3) i is an M-clash resolvent of variants of clauses j1 ; : : :; jk , where j 1 ; : : :; j k < i.
Again, factoring is implicit in our de nition of semantic clash resolution.
Theorem 3.27. For any set of clauses C and any H-interpretation M of C it holds that C is H-unsatis able i C`M ?clash fg.
Proof. ): Soundness (i.e.: C`M ?clash fg implies that C is H-unsatis able) follows directly from the soundness of unrestricted resolution: An M-clash resolution proof is just a short cut of a special mvres-proof.
): By Theorem 3.18 there is a nite subset K of A(C) s.t. all semantic trees for K are closed for C. To demonstrate the completeness we employ a special class of semantic trees. For any set of literals let us write for (K)? . The following construction of a semantic tree T implicitly refers to an enumeration of all complete assignments to K.
We start with the empty tree (consisting of root only) and iteratively add nodes to T. We call a leaf node n in T open if there is still more than one assignment that is omitted by R n , the refutation set of n. As long as there still exists an open node n in T, create successor nodes for n in the following way:
(M1) For each literal P v 2 M ? R n create a satellite node and label the edge from n to it by fP v g. (M2) Let M n be the next complete assignment to K (w.r.t. the enumeration) that has not yet been used in the construction of T and for which M n \ R n = ;. (If already all assignments have been used, any assignment ful lling M n \ R n = ; can be chosen.) Create a nucleus node and label the edge from n to it by M n ? R n .
Observe that (a factor of) a nucleus clause can only fail at a nucleus node of T. Since only one successor node of an inference node n is a nucleus node any resolvent failing at n either is a clash resolvent or a resolvent of two satellites. Therefore, if T is a semantic tree then by an argument analogous to that in Theorem 3.19 there is a clash resolvent for each inference node and the M-clash derivability of fg follows immediately. It remains to show that T indeed ful lls conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of De nition 3.15.
(i) We rst show that the set of literals labeling the edges leaving a (non-leaf) node n of T is an H-unsatis able set of clauses; i.e., we have to show that M n \ R n = ; implies that ffP v g j P v 2 M n ?R n g ffM n ?R n gg is unsatis able. Since both M and M n are subsets of (K) that omit exactly one complete assignment to K there are jWj?1 literals of type P v in M and M n for each atom P of K. Therefore there is a one to one mapping between the literals with atom P in M?R n and in M n ?R n . Clearly, can be chosen s.t. the corresponding the truth values of matched literals are di erent; i.e., (P v ) = P w implies v 6 = w for all P, v and w. It follows that ffP v g j P v 2 M n ?R n g ffM n ?R n gg is unsatis able.
(ii): Observe that there are jWj jKj di erent complete assignments to K. But it is easy to check that there are more than jWj jKj nucleus nodes in T with pairwise di erent refutation sets. Thus, already the branches ending in nucleus nodes represent all assignments to K. Hence, for each complete assignment A K to K there is a branch of T that omits A K .
(iii): That each branch in T omits one and only one complete assignment to K follows immediately from the construction of T. 2 3.6. deletion rules
The recognition and elimination of certain types of redundancy is an important feature of (resolution-based) theorem proving. Most of the well know resolution re nements for classical logics remain complete if tautological clauses and subsumed resolvents are eliminated and clauses are replaced by their condensations (see e.g. Loveland, 1978, and Joyner, 1976) . We generalize these concepts to many-valued clauses and show that many-valued semantic clash resolution and A-ordering resolution remain complete when combined with these deletion rules. Since an interpretation assigns a truth value to every atom, a tautological clause is satis ed by every interpretation. Subsumption is a syntactically detectable subcase of clause implication. In Gottlob and Leitsch (1985) e cient algorithms for the subsumption test for classical clause logic are presented. These algorithms can easily be adapted to many-valued clauses.
The concept of condensation, a form of eliminating redundant literals from clauses, was introduced in Joyner (1976) and investigated in detail in Gottlob and Ferm uller (1993 Since a clause is subsumed by all of its subclauses, it is logically equivalent to each of its condensations. Joyner (1976) has proved that condensations of clauses are unique up to renaming of variables. This justi es speaking of the condensation of a clause.
The central fact for proving the admissibility of the corresponding deletion rules is the following.
Theorem 3.31. Let C be a set of clauses and let C 0 be any of the following:
(1) C 0 = C ? f g, where is a tautological clause; (2) C 0 = C ? f g, where is subsumed by some clause ? 2 C 0 ; or (3) C 0 = (C ? f g) f 0 g, where 0 is the condensation of .
Then for each failure node n of C in a semantic tree for some subset of A(C) there is a clause in C 0 that fails at n.
Proof. (1) Let be a tautological clause. Since contains fA v j v 2 Wg for some atom A, no set containing a ground instance of omits any complete assigment to 8(C).
By part (iii) of De nition 3.15 it follows that does not fail at any node of a semantic tree. Thus the failure nodes for C 0 are identical to the failure nodes for C.
(2) Let ? 2 C 0 subsume , i.e., there is a substitution s.t. ?
. Then each ground instance of contains a ground instance of ?. This means that whenever fails at some node n of a semantic tree, ? also fails at n. Therefore for all failure nodes n for C there is already a clause in C 0 failing at n.
(3) The argument is the same as in case (2): if fails at a node n then also the condensation 0 of fails at n. 2
Remember that in the completeness proofs for A-ordering and semantic clash resolution we have shown that the number of failure nodes decreases as we add resolvents to an unsatis able set of clauses. It follows from Theorem 3.31 that this remains true even if we delete subsumed and tautological clauses and replace each clause by its condensation. Thus we have the following corollary: Theorem 3.32. A-ordering resolution and semantic clash resolution remain complete when combined with the deletion of subsumed and tautological clauses and condensation.
3.7. resolution as a decision procedure An interesting application of resolution strategies consists in the possibilty to employ them as decision procedures for classes of formulae (or rather corresponding sets of clauses.) The method relies on a simple observation: if a complete resolution procedure terminates on a set of input clauses C without producing the empty clause then we know that S is satis able. Thus, by looking for syntactical criteria for the termination of complete resolution procedures, we arrive at decidability results for syntactically characterized classes of clause sets. For classical rst-order logic this line of research has been opened by Maslov (1964) and Joyner (1976) , independently. A number of more recent results can be found in the monograph Ferm uller et al. (1993) . Most of these results are easily transfered to many-valued clause sets. To illustrate this point we de ne a class of clause sets (based on any nite set of truth values) for which a certain A-ordering re nement always produces only nitely many di erent resolvents and thus provides a decision procedure. (See Ferm uller et al., 1993 : chapter 4 for details.)
We start by de ning an appropriate A-ordering: The class of clause sets E = fC j jV (L)j 1 for all L 2 2 Cg corresponds to a class of formulae that was proved to be decidable in Gurevich (1973) in the two-valued case.
Theorem 3.35. AO <d -resolution provides a decision procedure for class E.
Proof. We show that for all clauses derivable by AO <d -resolution we get ( ) 2 max 2C f ( )g for all C 2 E.
To facilitate the proof we shall assume that all clauses are decomposed, i.e. V (L) = V ( ) for all L 2 . This can be achieved by employing the splitting rule: whenever a clause is not yet decomposed, then = 1 : : : n for some n > 1 s.t. V ( i )\V ( j ) = ; for all i 6 = j and all i are decomposed. Clearly, a clause set C f g is unsatis able i all sets C f i g are unsatis able. Therefore we can assume clauses to be decomposed by repeatedly splitting clause sets into a nite number of simpler clause sets and applying AO <d -resolution to all of them. We remark that the (computationally) expensive splitting rule need not be actually carried out if we want to use AO <d -resolution as a decision procedure. We could instead argue about decomposed blocks of literals within clauses and use condensation to guarantee that there is a xed limit for the number of such blocks within a clause.
Let and ? be the parent clauses of the AO <d -resolvent . There are the following cases:
1 Both, and ? are ground: then clearly, is ground, too, and ( ) max( ( ); (?)). 
Suppose now that (L 0 ) < (L i ). Then since is an A0 <d -resolvent, we must have max (y; L i ) max (y; L 0 ). This can hold only if (L i ) = (L i ). Thus also here we get (L i ) ( ) max( ( ); (?)).
Since there are only nitely many di erent clauses with limited term depth and at most one variable, A-ordering resolution always terminates when applied to some C 2 E. Thus it provides a decision procedure for class E. 2
From logic to resolution
In this section we describe uniform schemes of translation calculi for all important many-valued quanti cational logics. A translation calculus consists of rules that allow us to translate sets of generalized clauses to sets of simple clauses that are equivalent w.r.t. satis abilty. We investigate two types of translation rules: analytic or language preserving rules that correspond to the rules of cut-free sequent calculi or tableaux and non-analytic or structure preserving rules that are based on the principle of de ning subformulae by new predicate symbols. Although analytic rules do not introduce new predicate symbols one (of course) has to enrich the original language by Skolem function symbols in order to eliminate quanti ers. Observe that rules of type (2 i ; v) and (2 i ; v) + k , respectively, behave di erently w.r.t. the number of derived clauses. In Section 4.2, we demonstrate that scheme (2 i ; v) + k , but not scheme (2 i ; v) is optimal in some sense.
As an analogue to Skolemization we introduce the following notion: let be a generalized clause and I = fi 1 ; : : :; i k g a set of indices. Then f i1; ; : : :; f ik; is a sequence of functional terms f i1 (y 1 ; : : :; y n ); : : :; f ik (y 1 ; : : :; y n ), where f i1 ; : : :; f ik are new function symbols and fy 1 ; : : :; y n g is the set of free variables in . Moreover, let x i1; ; : : :; x ik; be variables that do not occur in . Example 4.7. Again, we state a general scheme for transformation rules for quanti ers:
where (V ) = S w2V fA u (x w; ) j u 6 = wg fA u (f V; ) j u 2 W ? V g. A derivation of a set of simple clauses C 0 from a set of extendend clauses C is a sequence C 0 ; C 1 : : :; C n , where C 0 = C, C n = C 0 and for 0 < i n we have C i = L; (C i?1 ) for some L 2 2 C. C 0 is called the clause form of C.
Observe that, in general, there are many applicable rules at each stage of a derivation. But any choice of rule applications leads to a derivation terminating with a clause form. The choice of a suitable translation calculus for a particular logic will depend on conceptions of an \optimal" clause form. For practical purposes it is sometimes essential to augment the calculus by rules for the elimination of clauses that can algorithmically be recognized as redundant. Such rules correspond to the deletion rules of Section 3.6 on the level of extended clauses. Similiarily we may remove tautological clauses whenever they are generated. Observe that these redundancy elimination rules do not a ect the soundness of the translation process but just help to keep the derived clause sets as small as possible. Note that the application of the subsumption rule does not increase the minimal length of refutations of unsatis able sets of simple clauses. This does not hold in general for the elimination of tautological extended clauses, which may considerably a ect the length of shortest refutations of corresponding clause forms. (However, tautological simple clauses can always be removed without danger of increasing the length of proofs.)
complexity of the transformation rules
Speaking of the complexity of resolution-based theorem proving one should distinguish at least four di erent and largely independent sources of complexity, namely
(1) complexity of the translation rules, (2) size of the clause form of a formula, (3) complexity of the search for a refutation, and (4) length of the shortest refutation.
Concerning the translation of an arbitrary formula of some logic to clause form we can investigate (1) the complexity of the translation rules, but also (2) the size of the sets of simple clauses corresponding to the formula. One usally expects smaller clause forms when applying rules with smaller splitting degree (see De nition 4.16 below). However, since the application of a rule may split an extended literal of some set of extended clauses into clauses that are already contained in this set, it is conceivable that more complex rules result in smaller clause forms. Neither the complexity of translation rules nor the size of the clause forms are closely related to (3) the complexity of the resolution proof search itself. Unless one does not want to take into account the e ects of di erent proof search strategies, this will be di erent from measuring (4) the length of the shortest refutation.
Some remarks on the second type of complexity (size of clause form) can be found at the end of the next section. The relation between (3) and (4) is quite obvious if we apply breath-rst search for unre ned resolution proofs. Very little else is known even for two-valued logic. Concerning the relation between the size of clause forms and the complexity of proofs and proof search we conjecture that the e ect of di erent types of translations may be tremendous in some cases: It can be shown that, in the worst case, there is a non-elementary di erence in the length of shortest refutations. More exactly, for any formula F and truth value v let C l (F) and C s (F) be clause forms of ffF v gg obtained by applying language preserving and structure preserving translation rules, respectively: There is a sequence of formulae F n s.t. the length of the shortest refutation of C l (F n ) is non-elementary in n, whereas the length of the shortest refutation of C s (F n ) is polynomial in n. (For the two-valued case this follows from the main result in Baaz and Leitsch, 1994.) In this section we deal with the rst kind of complexity (complexity of the translation rules) which is well known for classical logic, but quite interesting if we consider the space of all nite-valued logics. Other complexity measures such as the di erence in the number of literals, or the total term complexity could be taken instead. The measure of split degrees of rules, however, is both simple to compute and closely connected to the mentioned alternative measures of complexity.
A glimpse at the general scheme (2 i ; v) , de ned in the last section, shows that the split degree of each these rules equals the number of entries in the truth table for 2 i that result in values di erent from v; i.e. split((2 i ; v) ) = jWj ni in the worst case.
We may therefore conclude that the alternative scheme (2 i ; v) + k is better in the worst case because split((2 i ; v) + k ) = jWj ni?1 . The question naturally occurs whether scheme (2 i ; v) + k is optimal in the sense that jWj ni?1 is a lower bound for the maximum of split degrees taken over all de nable operators. The following theorem provides an a rmative answer as long as we only consider rules that introduce di erent Skolem functions for di erent clauses. Observe that also jU i j 1, since the truth table is de ned so that the evaluation of The relation between the schemes (Q i ; v) + vk and (Q i ; v) for the translation of quanti ed formulas is similiar to that between (2 i ; v) + k and (2 i ; v) : obviously, split((Q i ; v) ) = jfV j e Q i 6 = vgj and thus takes 2 jWj in the worst case. However split((Q i ; v) + vk ) 2 jWj?1 .
Theorem 4.19 shows that the latter bound is optimal (for the worst case) as long as we only consider rules that introduce di erent Skolem functions for di erent clauses. Note that this is a quite natural restriction on rules which is always ful lled in the examples of Section 5. We conjecture that 2 jWj?1 actually is a lower bound for all quanti er translation rules in the sense of De nition 4.6. There are methods that allow the e ective construction of optimal rules for each operator (or quanti er) and each truth value. In the case of classical logic rules for all de nable operators and quanti ers that are optimal with respect to split degree (and also with respect to the total number of literals in the resulting clauses) can be constructed from minimal conjunctive normal forms.
For other logics variants of the well-known procedure of Quine and McCluskey for the determination of minimal normal forms can be used to obtain optimal rules. A direct generalization of the Quine/McCluskey procedure to many-valued logic is described in . Alternatively, one can code many-valued literals into classical propositional logic, look for minimal conjunctive normal forms, and afterwards remove tautologies from the resulting set of clauses (see H ahnle, 1993) . The second approach was taken for the system MULTLOG that is described in Baaz et al., (1993a) .
structure preserving transformations
Because of the introduction of new function symbols an extended formula is, in general, not logically equivalent to its clause form. However, for proofs by refutation it su ces that equivalence with respect to satis ability is preserved. For propositional formulae we do have logical equivalence to the respective clause forms. But in this case the transformation process may be as costly as a \naive" test for satis abilty of the formula itself: Both are exponential in the number of propositonal variables of the formula and the number of truth values of the logic, a feature that spoils the reasons to search for e cient resolution calculi. This is already the case for classical propositional logical (compare e.g. Mints, 1988) .
For classical logic it is well known that this unpleasant situation can be redressed by employing a di erent translation procedure: One introduces new predicate letters (respectively propositional variables) for each subformula of the formula that has to be translated to clause form. It remains to translate the formulae that represent the corresponding \de nitions" of the new literals. This is called translation to de nitional form or structure preserving translation in the literature (see Eder, 1992 , for a detailed description of this translation strategy and further references).
Structure preserving translations can also de ned for for many-valued logics. This was recently done in H ahnle (1994) for a large class of logics in the context of tableaux ori-ented theorem proving. Since we concentrate on resolution and aim at greater generality, our de nitions di er from H ahnle's. Of course, the practical value of any speci c rule of type (spr) depends on the form of (A; P A ( y). Since in this paper we are interested in general forms of calculi we only provide one possible de nition of : Let A = 2 i (A 1 ; : : :; A ni ). Following scheme (2 i ; v) + k of Section 4.1 we may de ne: It easy to see that the results of Section 4.2 imply that the split degree of optimal structure preserving rules, in the worst case, is jWj r for operators of arity r and 2 jWj for quanti ers. Applying structure preserving rules, the number of derived clauses will in general be much smaller than the number of clauses derived by language preserving translation calculi. The clause form of a formula with n occurrences of at most r-ary operators and m occurrences of quanti ers contains not more than (S) njWj r + m2 jWj + 1 clauses (if optimal translation rules are used). In contrast, the following example shows We de ne the formulae G k recursively as follows: G 0 is a (0-place) predicate symbol; G k = (G clauses. In many cases a combination of structure and language preserving rule determines the most e cient translation strategy. This, of course, depends on the logic concerned and is a delicate matter if also the form of the particular extended clause set to be translated is taken into consideration. (For the case of classical logic see Boy de la Tour, 1990, for some results along this line.)
The most important e ect of the use of structure preserving translation calculi, however, may consist in the reduction of proof length: structure preserving translation rules are non-analytic and are able to encode certain types of non-atomic cuts.
main theorem
Combining the soundness and completeness results of Section 3 and the results concerning transformation calculi as presented in this section we get: (Theorems 3.14, 3.19, 3.23, and 3.27 The translation to C F combined with its refutation represents a proof of F in L.
proving entailment relations
We present a very general notion of \entailment": we consider all binary relations between sets of formulas that only depend on the truth values that can be taken by the elements of the sets. Example 4.24. The usual, classical entailment relation \j = C " of two-valued logic is represented by E C = P(ft; fg) P(ft; fg) ? fhftg; ffgi; hftg; ft; fgig: For usual three-valued logics with W = ft; u; fg there is already more than one reasonable canditate for the generalization of \j = C ": one might, for example, consider E 3 = fhU; V i j f 2 V implies f 2 U; U; V 2 P(ft; u; fg)g or E 0 3 = fhU; V i j V = ftg implies U = ftg; U; V 2 P(ft; u; fg)g:
Observe that De nition 4.23 is general enough to express also the negation, the inverse, the transitive closure, union and intersection, etc. of any given entailment relations.
If we want to use resolution to prove that j = E ? for some E, we have to restrict ourselves to the case where and ? are nite sets of formulas. We describe simultanously the semantics for the sequence of the quanti cational G odel logics G n and the sequence of quanti cational Lukasiewicz logics L n , n 2 (cf. e.g. Rescher, 1969) .
Let W = fw 0 ; w 1 : : :; w n?1 g; to enhance readability we de ne f = w 0 and t = w n?1 . For all logics G n and L n , t is the only designated truth value. The de nitions for conjunction (^), disjunction (_) (corresponding to conjunction and disjunction, respectively) are identical for both sequences of logics: ê (w i ; w j ) = w min(i;j) e _(w i ; w j ) = w max(i;j) : 8 and 9 can again be de ned as generalizations of^and _, respectively. Thus the truth value of (8x) The following transformation rules are common to all G n and L n : (^; w i ) : C f f(A^B) wi gg ) C f fA wj j j ig; fB wj j j ig; fA wi ; B wi gg; (_; w i ) : C f f(A _ B) wi gg ) C f fA wj j j ig; fB wj j j ig; fA wi ; B wi gg; ( ; t) : C f f(A B) w gg ) C f fA wj ; B wk j j < c kg j 1 c n ? 1g; (8; t) : C 0 f f((8x)A(x)) t g ) C f fA(x) t gg; (8; f) : C 0 f f((8x)A(x)) f g ) C f fA(f( y)) f gg; f not in C, x a new variable, and y the free variables of f(8x)A(x) f g; (8; w i ) : C = C 0 f f( (8x)A(x)) wi g w i 6 = f; t ) C 0 f fA(x) wj j i jg; fA(f( y)) wi gg; f not in C, x a new variable, and y the free variables of f(8x)A(x) wi g; (9; t) : C 0 f f((9x)A(x)) t g ) C f fA(f( y)) t gg; (9; f) : C 0 f f((9x)A(x)) f g ) C f fA(x) f gg; (9; w i ) : C = C 0 f f((9x)A(x)) wi g w i 6 = f; t ) C 0 f fA(x) wj j j ig; fA(f( y)) wi gg; f not in C, x a new variable and y the free variables in f(9x)A(x) wi g:
The remaining transformation rules for the G odel logics are as follows: (:; t) Gn : C f f(:A) t gg ) C f fA f gg; (:; f) Gn : C f f(:A) f gg ) C f fA wi j w i 6 = fgg; (:; w i ) Gn : C f f(:A) wi gg ) C f g; where w i 6 = f; t ( ; w i ) Gn : C f f(A B) wi gg where w i 6 = t ) C f fA wj j j > ig; fB wi g:g The respective rules for the Lukasiewicz logics L n are: (:; w i ) Ln : C f f(:A) wi gg ) C f fA w (n?1)?i g; ( ; f) Ln : C f f(A B) f gg ) C f fA t g; fB f gg; ( ; w i ) Ln : C f f(A B) wi gg where w i 6 = f; t ) C f fA wk ; B ws j k 6 = r and (n ? 1) ? (r ? s) 6 = ig j 0 r n ? 1g:
Example 5.1. Using the presented translation calculus and resolution method we show that F = ::(8x)A(x) (8x)::A(x) is valid in G 3 , i.e. all interpretations assign the designated truth value t to F. Let us call the truth values f, u, and t, respectively.
According to Main Theorem 4.22 we have to show that ffF f ; F u gg is unsatis able. We make use of the fact that any extended clause can be deleted whenever some 0 is generated, too. (This amounts to a simple subcase of the well known subsumption rule.) (8x)A(x)) t ; A(y) u ; A(y) t g (with 9) replaces 8 by (8; u); 11: fA(z) t ; A(d) u g replaces 9 by (8; t); 12: fA(z) t ; A(y) u ; A(y) t g replaces 10 by (8; t); 13: f(::A(e)) f g replaces 7 by (8; f), e a new constant; 14: fA(e) f g replaces 13 by (:; f), (:; u), (:; t).
We obtain the following set of (simple) clauses: C F = n 10 : fA(z) t ; A(y) u ; A(y) t g; 11 : fA(z) t ; A(d) u g; 14 : fA(e) f g o :
The unsatis ability of C F is demonstrated by the following resolution proof: c1: fA(z) t ; A(y) u ; A(y) t g (clause 10); c2: fA(z) t ; A(z) u g (factor of c1); c3: fA(e) f g (clause 14); c4: fA(e) u g (resolvent of c2 and c3); c5: fg (resolvent of c3 and c4).
the family of post logics
One of the earliest investigations in many-valued logics are those of Post (1921) . In the literature, one nds di erent versions of the family of propositional logics introduced by Post. We chose :,^, and _ as basic operators. (Post, 1921 , has demonstrated that already : and _ su ce to achieve functional completeness.) Let W = fw 0 ; w 1 : : :; w n?1 g for each logic P n ; n 2. The most interesting operator for these logics is :. Its Observe that the split degree of the transformation rule ( ; w i ) Pn is constantly equal to only 2 for all logics of the family. This is in contrast to the fact that the split degree of all possible translation rules for the implication of the G odel and Lukasiewicz logics depends on the number of truth values. More generally, we may de ne counterparts of all classical connectives within each Post logic, by directly using its de nition by a conjunctive or disjunctive normal form. All corresponding translation rules can be de ned such that they only show a constant split degree; i.e., one that is indepent of the number of truth values.
a non-ordered logic
To stress once more the generality of our approach, we nally investigate a (new) logic A2 for which no order on the the truth values is assumed. A2 can be understood as the logic of statements being true for at most one of two possible reasons.
We have the set of truth values W = ff; t 1 ; t 2 ; t u g, where W t , the set of designated truth values, is ft 1 ; t 2 ; t u g. Informally the intended semantics can be described as follows: t 1 and t 2 denote two mutally exclusive notions of truth (being true for reason 1 or reason 2, respectively). t u denotes the status of not yet having decided between t 1 and t 2 (being true but not knowing for which of the two reasons).
In A2 we have operators 2 for each classical operator 2 of two-valued logic. The truth functions f 2 can be constructed from the classical truth functions e 2 by the following principles:
(1) e 2(f; : : :; f) = t is translated to f 2 (f; : : :; f) = t u , e 2(f; : : :; f) = f translates to f 2 (f; : : :; f) = f The remaining parts of the truth function f 2 de ned over ff; t 1 g, ff; t 2 g, and ff; t u g, respectively, are identical to e 2, where t is replaced by t 1 , t 2 , and t u , respectively.
(2) If t u and exactly one of t 1 , t 2 |say t i |is in fv 1 ; : : :; v n g then f 2 (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) = f 2 (v 1 ; : : :; v n ); where t u = t i and v = v otherwise. If Q 2 is the (classical) quanti er induced by 2 (cf. Section 2.2) then we take Q 2 to be de ned as the quanti er induced by 2 . We present the semantics and transformation rules the operators^ , _ , : explicitly:
:
For the quanti er we have: (8 ; f) A2 : C = C 0 f f((8x)A(x)) f g ) C 0 f fA(f( y)) f ; A(f( y)) t1 g; f fA(g( y)) f ; A(g( y)) t1 gg; s.t. f and g not in C and y are the free variables in f(9x)A(x) f g; (8 ; t 1 ) A2 : C = C 0 f f((8x)A(x)) t1 g
) C 0 f fA(x) t1 ; A(x) tu g; fA(f( y)) t1 gg; s.t. f not in C, x a new variable, and y are the free variables in f(9x)A(x) t1 g; (8 ; t 2 ) A2 : C = C 0 f f( (8x)A(x)) t2 g
) C 0 f fA(x) t2 ; A(x) tu g; fA(f( y)) t2 gg; s.t. f not in C, x a new variable, and y are the free variables in f(9x)A(x) t1 g; (8 ; t u ) A2 : C f f( (8x)A(x)) tu g ) C f fA(x) tu gg; where x is a new variable:
with optimal rules for any nitely-valued rst-order logic from its speci cation by truth functions.
